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"An example of the monkey:
The higher it climbs, the more you
see of its behind."
- Saint Bonaventure

January 30, 2004

College plagued by computer virus
By Sarah E. Core
Associate Editor

antining the virus MyDoom.
Vince DiScipio, the director of

A new virus has been plaguing
the campus network this week,
flooding
inboxes on
Monday afternoon and frustrating
recipients.
Information Technology (IT)
servers,
said that the
which were upgraded in the fall
to include a virus appliance after
the dangerous SoBig.F virus hit
the campus, have been dealing
very well with filtering and quar
e-m-

ail

e-m- ail

e-m-
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Networks, Telecommunications,
& Systems, said, "The email
servers have been handling the
volume of
well at this
time. There have been no
able slowdowns."
MyDoom, or Navarg.A, is a
worm that has been circulating
through
systems as a 32K
prozip file. It infiltrates
grams and mass mails itself out
address it can find
to any
or generate, and also allows
e-m- ails
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hackers to gain remote access to
any computer hard drive.
The virus has been particularly
threatening because it generates
multiple subject lines and comments in the body of the
deceiving recipients and making
them believe it is a real attachment from someone they know.
Also, the virus has "wormed" its
way into the Kazaa network by
pretending to be a
calling
itself
component,
"Winamp5," or "ICQ2004-final.- "
Winamp is Nullsoft Corporation's
e-m- ail,

peer-to-pe- er

g
tool
popular MP3
for computer systems and ICQ is a
Web chat program.
Security experts are estimating
that MyDoom is the biggest virus
attack since SoBig.F last fall,
.dominating 20 to 30 percent of
world Internet traffic and spreading faster than any virus ever
encountered to this date, said the
New York Post in Wednesday's
online edition.
only
MyDoom
attacks
Windows operating systems, and
will not harm your computer if
music-playin-

you simply delete the message
without opening the attachment.
Messages received that have
the word "Quaratine" in the subject line are virus messages that
came to your, address but were
cleaned of the virus file before
delivery by IT's virus appliance.
In an email sent out to the faculty and the student body this
week, Kathy Breitenbucher, the
manager of User .Services, said,
"... if you receive a message
See "Virus" page 2

Endowment behind Call for distribution of policy
the national average
By Andrew R. Waldman
Managing Editor

Business Robert Walton said,
the report Nacubo is not a
good indicator of the College's

By Elizabeth M. Miller
Asst. News Editor

Student and administrative
forces are at work on the
College of Wooster campus to

overall performance.
The endowment includes gifts of
On Jan. 23, the Chronicle of
cash or stock. "As the
all types
Higher Education published the
earns money, that gets
endowment
findings of a survey conducted by
put back
the National
into the
Association
The 5 Colleges of Ohio Endowment
of College
Trends From 2002-200- 3
as
n
d
a
well," said
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make the current sexual assault
policy more available on campus. The administration and
Campus Council are continuing
their work on a revised version
of the policy, while the
Women's
Resource Center
(WRC) works to distribute
information on the current plan.
The administration has started
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with
average rates
of return for
other
716
colleges and universities.
The survey revealed an average
gain of three percent, putting
Wooster in a group of almost 300
other colleges and universities
with negative returns, according
to the Chronicle.
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has a different policy about how they
pull that money out and it's called
their spending policy," said Walton.
The College pulls out six percent of their $213 million endowment for their draw, or the percentage spent on operational
See "Endowment," page 2.

See "Policy," page 2
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WRC members (Left to right) Kayde Deardorjf '05, Kory
Sutherland '06, Emma Hayes '06 discuss the proposed sexual
assault pamphlet (Photo by Caroline Hotra).

Native American activist speaks
By Justin Hart
News Editor
of
The Clergy Academy
Religion held its second session in
Mackey Hall of Westminster
Church House on Tues., Jan. 27 at
1:15 p.m. with a lecture by Dr.
George Tinker, a Native American
activist and professor at Illiff
in
Seminary
Theological
Colorado, entitled "American
Indian Liberation: Paddling a
Canoe Upstream.'
Tinker began the lecture by
.

talking about how, since his father
was a member of the Osage
Native American tribe, while his
mother was white, he found himself with two sometimes conflicting strands of cultural heritage.
"The two found themselves in a
little bit of tension," he said of
these two heritages.
Partially in response to his
mother's Lutheran background.
Tinker went to seminary when he
grew up and became a Lutheran
minister. "For a number of years, I

engaged in ministry," Tinker said,
mainly serving the people of his
Osage community.
At this point, he began to
explore some of his Native
American heritage.
Tinker said of his early congregation that "We tried to replicate
the spirituality of the Augsburg
Confession with the addition ot
Native American spiritual elements in .the liturgy, mixing
'

See "Lecture," page 2
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College network system prepares to meet MyDoom
Chamber giyes Virus
the sender's Internet service
of
and delivered
provider
of
News Briefs

College award

At the Wooster Area Chamber
of Commerce annual dinner on
Jan. 22, the College received an
honor for helping the Wooster
community clean up after last
fall's tornado. Dean of Students
Kurt Holmes was at the meeting
to accept the award for the
College. Two other organizations
who received similar honors
were DS Distribution and
Lowe's. The honors were sponsored by the local law firm
&
Critchfield,
Critchfield
Johnson, who donated $500 in
each organization's name to the
Wayne and Holmes County
United Way.

Wilson named
to pew chair
The College has named
Professor of Geology Mark
Wilson its first Lewis M. and
Marian Senter Nixon Professor
in the Natural Sciences. This
professorship was created by a
bequest from Marian Senter
Nixon, a 1927 graduate of the
College and former Canton
public school teacher who died
in 2001. Wilson is the chair of
the College's geology department and an expert in sedimentary geology, evolution and
paleontology.

Corrections
'In last week's
ture on page 2 was
Annie Kissling '05.
Awas taken by Jeremy
An editor erred.

issue, a picattributed to
The Picture
Hohertz '06.

staff strives to avoid
mistakes, but when an error does
occur, it is our policy to admit it
and promptly correct it. To report
an error for correction, call the
Voice office at
or
The Voice

330-287-259-

e-m- ail

8,

at voicewooster.edu.
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indicating a message you sent
was undeliverable,
this is

because the virus spoofs the
FROM address as it sends itself
out and someone with your name
in their address book is infected."
DiScipio suggests that, "The
best course of actions students
can take is to follow the directions from User Services on not

opening

suspect

e-ma-

ils,

has a payload the will be released
Feb. 1 that will initiate a denial
service attack (DOS). A denial
service attack floods the network
with data making it unusable.
"We have taken steps that will
contain this DOS attack to individual buildings," said. DiScipio.
"So if Sunday your building's
network becomes sluggish and
unusable it's because the virus
has infested a number of computers in your building, and people
have not followed directions."
The virus is only the latest
-

installing the Antivirus software

problem to besiege Wooster's

package provided by the
College, and updating the DAT

campus network. Since classes
resumed this January, IT has had
difficulties with several separate
technology issues on campus.

files regularly."
It is important to scan your
computer because according to
Network Associates, MyDoom

The largest problem that
directly affected students last

and
week was sporadic
Internet outages. Breitenbucher
said that this was not an
problem, but was caused by the
Internet link to the College's
service provider.
"The problem occurred as a circuit failure between the campus
and Ornet (the Internet service
provider), she explained in an
interview Tuesday morning.
"After resetting some of the electronics on the vendor's side, the
system was restored. The
Systems team is not satisfied
with that answer, however and is
pursuing the issue up the chain
with the vendor."
The circuit failure made it
impossible to access Web sites or
Any
send
users
incoming
to Wooster
e-m-

ail

e-m- ail
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from

off-camp- us

was queued at

when
access was restored.
Another issue that IT has been
dealing with is the Keyserver
server, which had an operating
system problem that was compounded by some of the fixes
applied, said Breitenbucher.
"The computer that runs this
service is extremely old and has
slated for upgrade.
been
Unfortunately, this year has not
allowed us to stay on schedule
for those upgrades."
Because of this, some services
that the College provides on their
network, such as the programs
Dreamweaver and Quark, were
down late last week. The new
Keyserver system is in testing now.

Tinker calls on Native Americans to reclaim traditions
of
condemnation of
debate,"
Lecture
of
"That
"The incongruities got
of
after while," said
After

continued from p.
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Native ceremonial aspects into
Christian rites such as communion.

Around this time, Tinker
decided that the traditional
Christian Old Testament from the
Hebrew Scriptures was "not an
appropriate Old Testament for
Native Americans."
In his view, it was not that the
Hebrew Scriptures were bad, but
that his people had their traditions from which to enter the
Christian Gospel.
"That history isn't the best history
on which to build a Native
American commitment to the
Gospel of Jesus," Tinker said.
"What happens to our own history?"
Tinker illustrated this conundrum by discussing his experience learning biblical languages
in seminary.
"All the pressure becomes just
to leam those languages and forget your own," he said. "Why
should "we have to learn someone '
else's history in order to be loved
by God? ... as if God only spoke
two to 3,000 years ago ... that God
only spoke to those people in the
place called the land of Israel."
Rather, Tinker affirmed that God
had spoken to his own people

through their religious traditions.
to me
Tinker.
a
some reflection, he concluded

about his people's traditional
culture. "Our songs were the
appropriate Old Testament," he
said. "I tried that for a while and
it helped."
Meanwhile, Tinker was becoming more interested in the history
of white missionaries to the
Native Americans, and what he
called the use of "the cross as a
weapon" for white colonization of
America. "Christian missionaries
imposed Christianity as a part of
the conquest of the land," he said.
"I published a book ... called
Missionary Conquest, in which I
traced the awful, awful history."
"Christianity filtered through,
at that point, a 1500 year
history,"
European
Tinker
explained. "Not the historical
Jesus, but the Christ of European
faith," was what he said the missionaries taught.
"The first white missionary to
arrive began ... splitting the community, dividing them up," he
said. "Suddenly the whole culture
is under colonial attack." Tinker
explained how this happened
because the missionary's religion
went against Native values. "It's a
heavily individualized religious

Tinker said by way
comnotion
example.
munity is sublimated." He mentioned that one foreign idea was
the Christian emphasis on indi-

vidual salvation through each
person's private faith as being
one- foreign idea.
"We're communitarian. That
decisionmeans the
making is something we have to
learn," he said.
Tinker discussed what he
believed to be some of the consequences of that attack in contemporary Native American communities, including unemployment
rate of sixty percent and the highpercentage of
est national
teenagers who commit suicide, as
well as poverty and numerous
widespread health problems like
heart disease.
"We suffer community-wid- e
stress
instances of
disorder," he said.
Because of the psychologically
downtrodden lives of so many
contemporary Native persons,
Tinker said that when they are
exposed to the Christian Gospel,
they may get an overly negative
sense of the message.
"All they hear is the bad news,"
said Tinker. Even when told about
Gospel forgiveness, the negative
image of oneself as sinful inter- -

one-by-o-

ne

post-traumat- ic

-

"

nalized as a
one's Native identify will simply
a
lead to the further detriment
Native person's psyche.
"Christians are trying to recognize the legitimacy of other people's faith," Tinker said, acknowledging what he considered posiwhite
tive changes among
Christians. He also admitted that
some aspects of Christian thought
appealed to him. "I still ... have
this attachment to Jesus I can't let
go of," he said.
that
Still,
he
realized
Christianity had limitations for
Natives. "It wasn't going to work
in the Indian sense," he said. "I'm
more and more convinced that
Christianity ... cannot work for
Indian people."
He emphasized that individual
Native Americans could still be
Christians, but that as a cultural
whole, Native American communities needed something else.
As an alternative, Tinker advocated that Native Americans
should turn back to their ancestral
religious traditions.
"Our liberation depends upon
and
languages
reclaiming

reclaiming

ceremonies

for

Indians," he said, "doing it for
ourselves so we can hold onto that
part of us that was so balanced
before 1492."
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College falls 2.8 percent Sexual assault policy being
revised, pamphlet created
Endowment
we're
to
"We really
people
--

continued from p.

drawing out the six percent. So
now,
still trying
do the

1

objective of having students

costs. Walton said, "If you look
at our peer group of this endowment size, they're drawing out
5.2 percent"
The largest
of Wooster's
expenses, other than salaries, is
financial aid.
"We've now actually changed our
policy and we're in a process over
the next five or six years of gradually pulling back to five percent.
called
That's our new policy
the Corridor Spending Policy."
The cutbacks will hit the half
million dollar mark, decreasing
the average amount spent by the
College of Wooster from almost
$11 million to $10.5 million.
"That's hard because it means
that as the markets come back like
they are now, then instead of getting a couple hundred thousand
more that we could spend, we're
kind of restraining that spending,"
said Walton.
"What separates Wooster from
other schools in many respects is
that we are much more generous
to students. One of our objectives
is to make it possible for any student of any economic group to
come to Wooster.
One of the reasons we've been
able to do that is that we've been

...

have reasonable cost to come
here, but at the same time we're
trying to pull back a little to that
five percent."
Walton said that, over time it
will limit the ability of the
endowment to grow, which in
turn will limit the aid available
to the future students who come
to Wooster.
Director of Financial Aid David
Miller said the change in the
endowment "will not affect current student aid in the slightest."
Walton pointed out that the goal
is to stop the growth in financial
aid package increases, but not to
cut the packages as they are now.
He also pointed to other colleges and universities with
endowment sizes similar to that
of the College of Wooster.
Nacubo groups Wooster with
schools with an endowment range
of $100 to $500 million. When
looking at the average returns on
level of comparison,
a
Walton said that the College actually outperformed the average of
its peer group by 1.8 percent.
"It's pretty normal," said
Walton of the decrease in the
ten-ye- ar

average return. "Some years
you're up, some you're down."

Int'l students, host
families dine together

Policy

continued from p.
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co-Preside- nts

Andrews
members,
Support
Library front desk and Empower.
A draft of this pamphlet has
been drawn up and is now being
revised by the WRC. The pamphlet should be published after
s
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International students and their host families gathered in Lowry
Center on Sunday, Jan. 25 for a dinner. Above Shantanu Rai '07

spends time with his host family (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
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Friday, Jan. 30

they can talk to about

the ball rolling with a revision
of the policy. According to information provided by Dean of
Students Kurt Holmes, a review
schedule has been planned and
the Campus Council committee
assigned to review the policy will
be opening the policy to students
when a draft is completed.
Holmes was unavailable for official comments.
However, the WRC is actively
working to inform the campus
about the existing policy, accordLeah
ing to WRC
Koontz '06 and Emma Hayes '06.
The WRC is designing a pamphlet that will be distributed to all
students detailing the different
parts of the sexual assault policy.
The original plan the WRC put
together included giving all students a copy of the entire policy.
The new plan is to publish a condensed version of the policy in
pamphlet form.
"The policy was just too long,"
said Koontz. "It's over 30 pages
and can be confusing. When we
discussed our idea with the
administration, they told us to
make a pamphlet to save money."
The complete text will be available on request from the WRC, as
well as the locations where it is
currently found on campus.
These locations include the
Lowry
font desk, Galpin,
Longbrake Student Wellness
Center, Safety and Security,

Resident Assistants, Survivor

41

understand who

Around
the Corner

ACAPULC0
JMSAKA

co-presid-

ent

Leah Koontz '06,
of WRC

the administration can approve
the information.
In addition, Stacia Kock '04
plans to publish a similar pamphlet detailing definitions of rape
and date rape. Kock's pamphlet is
part of her senior Independent
Study, said Koontz.
The motivations behind the
pamphlet are mixed, said Hayes.
"The idea came from last year,"
said Hayes. "People need a
paper resource in hand about the
policy."
Hayes also said that people in
the WRC expressed interest in
such a resource after experiences in the past. "Some of us
had some experiences last year
with the policy and we found it

frustrating."
Various issues will be covered

pamphlet.
small
this
Information will range from
availability of safe rooms for
victims, definitions of sexual
misconduct, rightsresponsibilities during Judicial Board proceedings and phone numbers for
counselors and Safety and
in

Mateer Movie, 7:30 p.m.

"

this.

Saturday, Jan. 31
Circle K rummage sale
Saturday in Lowry Center
pit from 10 a.m. to' 4 p.m.
Mateer Mov ie, 7:30 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 2
Program
International
Fireside Chat Series presents Dr. Greg Shaya,
History: France and the
A History of
U.S.

Misunderstanding? 9:30
p.m. in Babcock Formal
Lounge.
WAC meeting, Lowry
Dining Hall, 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 4

,

Security.
Koontz and Hayes agreed that
one of the most important parts
is the section explaining who is
available to speak with on campus if an'incident occurs.
"We really want people to
understand who they can talk to
about this," said Koontz.
"Individuals need to report to
civil authorities, so they need to
know who to speak with first."
Both Hayes and Koontz
talked about further plans to
change the policy, but nothing
has been officially organized.

The WRC is sponsoring

Thursday, Feb. 5
Pool tournament, Scot
Lanes, 8 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Entry fee: $2.
.

Arun Gandhi, grandson
of Mohandas K. Gandhi,
the
at
speak
will
"Alternatives to Violence:
A Symposium" workshop
at Ashland University. His
speech is at 7:30 p.m. in
the Myers Convocation
For directions,
Center.
contact AU at 4
19-289-5-

or

e-m-

291

ail

Roommates Needed!!!
4
bedrooms: $325person
Comer of Burbank & Cohan
Includes all utilities Flexible
releases Contact Scott Livingston
at

MATSQS

3--

330-466-39-82

ItaliaiMt
cffall CO.W. wtmie

MattM1 Family
10
wmd.

badtj aatf 3,000 AD
154W.LilxxtySc.
330-264-88- 00
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Editors: Matthew Foulds

Editorials

Owens dislikes histrionics

Represents the opinion of the Voice Editorial Board

Underground open later
We have to admit that we love the Underground. How many
other colleges own their own"bar, where students can get good beer
for great prices without ever leaving campus? And now that the
Underground is open until 2 a.m. on Friday nights instead of 1 a.m.,
things just keep getting better. We no longer have to go home just
when we're starting to have fun, since the crowds never start
(s)tumbling in until midnight or so. We're especially grateful to the
student employees, who have sacrificed another hour of their
Friday night for the good of the campus community.
We do have one minor complaint about the Underground,
though. It would be really nice if they could get the heater fixed.
It's fine if it's a little on the cool side while everyone is working up
a sweat dancing, but no one enjoys sitting in a coat, scarf, and
gloves while enjoying a beer with their friends during Happy Hour.

President Bush's State of the
Union address and the accompanying Democratic response did little to
lighten the despotic pall that drapes
our nation. While probing the
superficial depths of current public
sentiment with showy proposals for
missions to Mars and drug testing in
schools, Bush made few substantive
changes in policy.
Encouraging further
Bush failed to demand a decrease
in federal spending. Instead, Bush
proposed 3 1 new or expanded initiatives while leaving their fund- ing in murky waters. What Bush
fails to realize is that accompanyts
ing
must be concurrent to
spending cuts in order to provide
any effective check on extraneous

Students: get rid of viruses
Students: are you annoyed because you can't use Eudora, Outlook
Express or other
clients that we used to be able to use to check
our mail? In August this feature was turned off in all residential buildings by Information Technology (IT) because of all the viruses infecting campus computers. This function can and will not be turned back
on until all machines are cleared of viruses.
The only way to fix this problem is for each student with a PC computer to run the virus scanner discs provided by IT Last semester,
every R.A. was given one of these disks. This was supposed to be
passed to every student on campus. Yet, students are still refusing to
run the
on their computers. Computers not scanned
are the infected computers are causing the email server to overload,
which brings down the entire thing. If all the students did this then we
would be able to use programs likcOudook again. Students, if you
want to use these programs again, you must run this disk.
virus-protecti-

-

ail
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Similarly ineffectual is Bush's
.proposal to "eliminate wasteful and
frivolous medical lawsuits." Such
plans for greater government oversight and increased bureaucratic
mangling ignore the fact that the
best way to limit such medical lawsuits is to eliminate equally wasteful medical legislation. No such
foresight has been exhibited by our
dear president
If there was to be reassurance
from this past week's State of the
Union address, it was most prominently displayed in the president's
handling of the steroid epidemic.
Surely, millions of Americans will
find deep solace in the fact that the
little known 28th amendment tor
the US Constitution grants the
president control over all professional
organizations.
sports
(Except the WNBA, but that's not
really a sport anyway).
Such vacuous policies ought not
to occupy even the most distant
thoughts of our spurious politicians, let alone the president's

of the Union has

three years.

ity

of voters. In

actuality,

the

grandstanding

r
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jamesowens

done little more
than to inform
the necessity of treating our government with measured suspicion.
It is an unfortunate historical fact
that our government has done little
to deserve the trust of its citizenry. It
has lied to the world about its feeble
pretexts for war and then attempted
a remedy by granting crony contracts. It has legalized the castration
of our most basic rights while precluding any attempts at legal
recourse. It has accomplished this
and more by cannibalizing the fundamental institutions of democracy
and replacing them with capricious
autocratic dictates; yet its greed has
not been slaked.
Through all of this we have
accepted these transgressions as
necessary and have continued to
vest increasing amounts of power
and control into the hands of
increasingly few individuals. We
have lowered ourselves to mere
beggars at the feet of despots, relying upon supplication for the enjoyment of our rights.
Yet despite these copious concessions, the government is still
mistrustful of its citizens. Such
mistrust must be reciprocated if
our government is to be restored to
its proper station as a defender of .

Despite Tom Daschle joining in
d
Nanci Pelosi's
assurances of a panacea during the
Democratic Response, they offered
no competing vision for America's
future. Instead, the Democrats are
advancing a complimentary agenda, one that does little to remedy
our fiscal maladies and constitutional hemorrhaging.
In fighting against perceived foreign threats, neither party has chosen to stand against domestic tyranny and, consequendy, neither party
ought to be entrusted with the
power to run this country.
If true change is to occur it must
happen on the local level, where
individuals and communities are
able to transcend the need for inept
government nursing and restore our
government to its proper position.
Until our government's focus
returns to protecting the rights of
all individuals, no matter the situation, it ought to be treated with the
most extreme caution and suspicion. And until that day comes
when we may relinquish our
incredulity, the State of the Union
will have little more purpose than
providing the backdrop for creative
political drinking games.
James Owens can be reached at
Botox-straine-

jowenswooster.edu.

Appreciation for efforts of Chuck Wagers

,

www.wooster.ediivoice
--

government

done in the State

the people.
As easy as it is to blame Mr. Bush
and the Republicans for our current
doldrums, the Democrats have done
little in providing true opposition.
On no side of the congressional isle
has there been a discourse on how
to reign in our berserk government
Both parties approved a war on specious grounds, approved the dastardly Patriot Act and have cooperated to approve a 24 percent
increase in federal spending in just

address to the nation. These inconsequential minutiae are used merely as tools of misdirection and of
deception "to focus attention and
debate away from the truly indefensible policy decisions."
Sadly, Bush's histrionics will
to
continue
sway the major-

tax-cut- s,

tax-cu-

e-m-

Erik W.S. Shilling

To the editors,
A thank you to Mr. Chuck
Wagers, the Director of Dining
Services. A dozen or more times
since the beginning of last semester Mr. Wagers has responded to
email requests for changes or
additions to dining options, by
meeting requests and doing so

within a week or two. He has even
followed up via phone to see if the
changes were satisfactory. Mr.
Wagers really cares about the students satisfaction and in order to
provide them with the best service
he is incredibly responsive and
hardworking. Mr. Wagers is an
member of our

often-overlook-

ed

community and he deserves to be
appreciafed. Please take time to
contact him if you have any
requests or concerns, or would
like to extend your gratitude for
the great dining service we are
offered here at Wooster.
Rachel Cole 04
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MLK Jr. overlooked
To the editors,

Fundamentally

College of Wooster has within its
grasp, a very powerful freedom
and that is the freedom to do what
it always does: educate. Quite
frankly, I see MLK Jr. day as an
opportunity for this school. We
are a liberal arts school and one of
our missions is to give students a
diverse and thorough education
on as many subjects as we possibly can. Why else would we need
an asterisk, a number symbol or a
letter next to our courses if it were
not to diversify the educational

speaking,

Martin Luther King Jr. Day is
dedicated to the remembrance of
the . life and times of Martin
Luther King Jr. It also serves as
the conveniently located kickoff
holiday to a full month dedicated
n
to the study of
history. MLK Jr. day has been
celebrated as a federal holiday in
this country since 1983, which
means that on the third Monday
in January, all public schools as
well as all government offices
receive the day off. However,
because it is simply a federal holiday, it is not mandatory that privately owned businesses, organizations and schools honor the
holiday, which is why we at the
College of Wooster are not
required to take the day off from
classes. This has become for
many, students and faculty alike,
a sore subject, and indeed, many
people would say that by holding
classes on this day we are ignoring an extremely crucial holiday
and aligning ourselves with those
who do not advocate the ideals of
King and his followers.
I
that
believe, however,
because of its private status the
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experience of every student
regardless of his or her specialty?
I

say we, collectively, use MLK

Jr. day as an occasion to take a
day off, in each classroom, from

the normal subject matter and use
the hour to explore the finer
n
histopoints of
ry, literature and culture. I am not
saying that we need to subject our
students, for instance, to a remedial level education about the life
and times of King himself, we all
went to grammar school and
hopefully, the fact that we are all
here should be proof enough that
we know at least the basics of the
holiday's significance.
Since we are a school that
prides itself on the refined and
African-America-

.

students what role economics

innovative education it offers, we
should use our extensive
resources to delve into subjects
related to MLK Jr. day that
would not otherwise be discussed. For example, if you are
an English professor, you could
offer on that day, literature written by a literary figure contemporary to MLK Jr., such as James
Baldwin. Or, if you are an economics professor you could
begin by discussing with your

play in the struggle for racial
equality.
If you are not sure that you are
qualified to talk about these sorts
of things or if you simply do not
have the time to prepare, invite a
guest speaker to class, or even
ask one of your students if he or
she is interested in helping. I
have no doubt that there are plenty of willing and educated people
at this College who would like to

contribute their input; don't forget that we have an extensive
Black Studies program chock full
of students, and faculty who know
their stuff, so to speak. In short, I
believe that by, in effect, ignoring
MLK Jr. day we are passing up a
valuable educational experience
that could brighten and enhance
the education we offer as well as
the graduates we produce.
Emma Simmons '06

Raskas dissects the State of the Union
To the editors,
I would like to respectfully disagree with Michael Ruttinger's
assessment of President Bush's
State of the Union address featured in the last issue of the Voice
as well as question what Bush
chose to include, ignore, and distort in his speech. Ruttinger states
that, "This country is strong, unified, and making powerful strides
into the future." Personally, I'm
not so sure I buy the rhetoric. In
the past four years, tens of thousands of protestors have con- verged on Washington, DC, to
express their displeasure with
Bush's decision to 'go to war in
Iraq. Our nation is not unified.
There were similar protests all
over the world questioning the

United

States'

unilateral

"strength." Maybe this strength is
not such a good thing when our
country, as a founding member of
the United Nations, bypasses

active defense of the American
U.N. procedure to attack without
direct provocation the states of people." Bush's concept of what
dangers threaten the American
Afghanistan and Iraq. Our "powerful strides into the future" people is wrong. The CDC reports
that by 2001 there were over
include a Clear Skies initiative
that lowers mandatory clean air, 360,000 people living with AIDS
standards for factories and a in the U.S. Less than 10,000
Global Gag Rule that cuts off Americans died of terrorist acts in
2001. Nevertheless, the federal
funding of family planning organbudget for all medical research
izations all around the world that
desperately needed that goes on in the U.S. is less than
provide
a third of what is spent on terror
women and infant healthcare and
more
Many
prevention.
independence to women who
due
cancer
than
died
of
Americans
want to control their families and
presidency.
Bush's
under
terror
to
their bodies.
How come environmental causes
Bush stated that, "We have
cancer were not targeted as a
together."
of
faced serious challenges
priority in his address?
national
the
as
such
challenges
Serious
President Cheney, the
Vice
Maybe
destruction
mass
Iraqi weapons of
r former CEO of the Iraqi oil venwas
Or
found?
be
to
yet
that have
ture company, Halliburton, presit serious challenges such as the
ents a conflict of interest.
link between Al Qaeda and Iraq,
Speaking of conflicts, Bush
which have yet to be illustrated?
promised the troops his full supPerhaps Bush just had his prioriport. As is often the case with
ties confused. He claimed that,
Bush, his actions contradict his
"Our greatest responsibility is the

.

words. Combat pay was cut in
half under his Administration.
Bush stated, "My administration
is promoting free and fair trade to
open up new markets for
and
America's entrepreneurs
manufacturers and farmers to
create jobs for American workers." Bush's support of already
existing free trade agreements and
pursuit of new ones takes jobs
away from American workers!
Under NAFTA, many American
factory jobs moved to Mexico.
Has not unemployment increased
under the Bush administration?
Bush's trade policy is neither free
nor fair. The U.S. already has a
monopoly on Iraqi oil.
Bush lied too many times in his
address for me to address all his
points. However, one more that
really bugs me is his intense worry
about the use of steroids among
Mr.
athletes.
professional
President, if you are reading this, I

would like you to know that I conl.
sider this focus extremely
wage
minimum
A livable
for the ordinary Americans you
want to care so much about and
advocacy to move away from a
dependence on fossil fuels for
energy to give voters cleaner air
and better health are much more
important than the less than one
percent of the population that uses
steroids for professional sports.
In conclusion, as a religious
person, I wish that President
Bush had not asked for God to
"continue to bless America"
because our nation was founded
on the separation of church and
state. I consider it unconstitutional for God's name to be spoken in
Congress. May America have the
good fortune to not be "blessed"
with another four years of deceit,
Texas style.
unpresi-dentia-

Shoshana Raskas '05
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Editors: Chaz Fischer Nathan Small
PSI provides science, friendly atmosphere
By Joy Bronson
Staff Writer
It was only last year when the
Pursing Scientific Interests Club

had only .enough regularly
attending members to fill its
officer positions. This year,
membership jumped to 20 members. And it's not difficult to see
why. The meeting, which begins
at 5:45 p.m. in the Lowry
Faculty Lounge every Monday
night, is opened not with a call
to order, but a slew of greetings,
regardless of whether the individual is known to the members,
or a newly arrived stranger. The
first rule, in fact, seems to be
that no one eats alone. Those
who choose to sit by themselves

are immediately coaxed into
joining a larger group, and
instantly become a part of the
discussion.

Melisa Kundracik '05, a biochemistry major and secretary,

said that she had been in the club

for three years, because "it's
really cool stuff." While a
majority of members were some
type of science major, a good
number were there just to hang
out and learn something new.
What mtst people would consider an actual meeting did not
actually begin until 7:10 p.m.,
when Dr. Barbara Ryden, a
Physics and Astronomy professor from Ohio State University,

rose to make her speech on
Measuring the Curvature of
Space. A dry topic to some was
made instantly interesting when
Ryden opened her talk with an
amusing slide of Cap'n Crunch's
incorrect depiction of space. The
next half an hour was spent covering the nearly two hundred
years, and millions of dollars,
scientists have used to discover
if the universe is curved or flat.
Amusingly,
at the end of the
speech, she concluded that we

still have no real clue.
Dr. Ryden attributes this to
the fact that, although we can
measure a good distance into
space, the distance that we can
measure "is so small in comparison to the universe itself that

engineering, this club gives students a chance to sit down and
converse directly with a professor on the topic, of course there
are many other disciplines repre

sented, around the table.
And even if you don't think

you can learn anything, just
stick head in and say hi; you can
make a whole room of friends.

we might as well try and measure the curve of the Earth by
how much we see from a standing point in Rhode Island."
While your interest may not
be piqued by the topic that was
covered on this particular night,
there probably is an upcoming
meeting that will. On Feb. 9, Dr.
Mary Verstraete is coming from

of Akron
the University
Biomedical Engineering program to tell you What It's All
About, and the following week
her Biology colleague. Dr.
Lauchlan Fraser, will be here to
discuss, the "Global Supply of

Freshwater: The Role of
Treatment Wetlands." For anyone interested in biomedical

Dr. Barbara Ryden from Ohio State University gives her presentation on
Measuring the Curvature of Space (Photo by Sajal Sthapit).

The Shack: a C.O.W. historical landmark

By Samantha Ferm
Staff Writer

I know that everyone on this
campus has seen it: that little red
brick building, attached to a
house, with the quaint sign that
Bagels,
reads "The Shack:
Coffee, and More." Based on my
approximate guesstimations (I
am, by the way, not a math
major), 95 percent of College of
Wooster students have yet to walk
through its doors.
I admit to being part of this
depressing statistic, and what's
worse, having lived in Scot
Cottage all of my junior year, I
still refused to go in.
Until
Wednesday afternoon, I had for
some reason avoided The Shack
during my four years as a student
here and was determined to fix
that I had heard rumors of its heyday, when it was the place to be on
campus, and curious, I went in to
find out what the heck happened.
The current owner as of July
2003, Gloria Mohr, greeted me
and offers a cup of coffee in a

mug with
homey,
flowers on it. I appreciated the
ambience as I glance around
old photos of students in the forties and fifties grace the walls, as
do framed pictures of The Shack
and various other Wooster paraphernalia. Even the curtains are
variety, and
of the Wooster-plai- d
several booths create a cozy
atmosphere, one that reminded
p
me of a
type of
diner, the kind that seems to have
faded out of popularity in the fog
of the last fifty years. Soon, Anna
Syrios came down from her apartment behind the restaurant and
joined us. She was lively, outgoing, outspoken, and, I discover,
one of the most interesting and
impressive people I have met in
all four years here at the college.
year hisAnd so the ninety-on- e
tory of The Shack began. Anna's
father, William "Bill" Syrios emigrated from Greece at the age of
thirteen and eventually ended up
here in Wooster, opening up what
was then called "The Sugar
Bowl" in 1913. It was originally
rose-color- ed

Mom-and-Po-

a small cafe", but as the student
body expanded in numbers, their
interest in and attachment to "The
Sugar Bowl" grew as well. The
regulars soon nicknamed it "The
Shack" on account of its dilapifront appeardated wooden-stor- e
ance, and thus began The Shack's
infamous legacy.
They were called "The Shack
Rats." Students utterly devoted to
The Shack and Bill Syrios frequented the restaurant on a daily
basis, in an effort to escape the
required chapel on weekday
mornings, as well as Sunday

morning

church

services.

According to Anna Syrios, who
graduated from the College in
1948, "We would sign in at
chapel, and then sneak out the
back way and come here. You
couldn't even get in the front door
because everyone skipped services!" Among the students who
favored The Shack in addition to
were the smokers.
According to Syrios, at that time,
"Students were not allowed to
smoke on campus, so they came
chapel-ditche-

rs

she
here. We're not
laughs. Thus, the "Shack Rats"
were born, a group of rebels and
individuals who were simply
looking for a good time, an
escape from the oppressive
College rules, or a game of bridge
that was continuously played by
students all day, every day. It was
so popular that The Shack veritably divided the campus into two
groups, "The Shack Rats," or the
"Christers," students who considered The Shack to be a "Den of
Iniquity," due to the notorious
smokers, and
on-campu-

chapel-ditchercard-player-

s.

s,"

s,

According

to

Syrios, one of the original Shack

Rats was none other than Stanley
Gault himself, who, she tells,
asked his future wife Flo out on
their first date in the back booth
where the kitchen now stands.
"Back then," said Syrios, "we
didn't have anything... we had to
hitch-hik- e
up and down Beall
Ave. to go downtown. There was
no TV., and the only people who
could get cars were
seniors!"
For many of the regulars. Bill
Syrios wasn't just a restaurant-owne- r,
he was their father and
friend, a confidant who kept a
second-semest-

See "The Shack," page 7
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Math CS major finds nat- - History of The Shack
ural beauty in fractal world The Shack
continued from p. 6

By Marilyn Downing
Staff Writer

"My I.S. has a lot to do with trying to describe
things in nature using math. Fractals are something
that come up a lot in nature." - Jaymie Strecker

Mathematics and computer
science major Jaymie Strecker many things that affect nature, with pretty much everyone
'04 does not have an ordinary most people would agree with else's I.S. . at least in my
Study Hurst's original assumption.
Senior Independent
department, fractal Brownian
topic. Although her
motion and fractals have
paper is still untitled,
so many applications in
Strecker's enthusiasm
so many other fields."
for her topic, fractals
Math and computer sciDale
professor
ence
of Brownian motion,
is unwavering.
Brown, one of Strecker's
It's the end of
advisors said that often
January and with I.S.
authors of the books
Strecker was using made
due in about six
weeks, one would
statements and did not clarify them. He commended
think that most seniors
J
her determination, saying,
would be dragging.
Not Strecker; she was
"Strecker felt a need to
answers
down
peppy and excited as
track
she explained her I.S.
through alternate sources."
"My I.S. has a lot to
"Jaymie believes she
trying
has a new method for
to
do with
fractal
approximating
describe things in
nature, using math.
Brownian motion," said
W.
Jon
Fractals are something
Professor
Breitenbucher, Strecker's
that come up a lot in
nature," said Stecker.
mathematics advisor. "No
Time series are one
matter the outcome, it
will have been a pleasure
important
aspect
Strecker is looking
to work with such a motiJaymie Strecker's Independent Study project
into. Time series deals
vated student."
on fractals (Photo by Annie Kissling).
focuses
Strecker is not planning
with looking at things
over time, small pieces
to stop with her I.S. project. Her next goal is to
of a whole. To do so, .
one might plot the information
take the knowledge that she's
However, it was discovered
up
on a graph. This sequencing has
learned and create a computer
that "if the water level went
analyzing
program
by
was
that simulates fractal
been
year,
likely
more
one
measured
it
to
go up the next." This in turn led Brownian motion. Strecker also
depth variations in rivers. When
plans to go to graduate school
looking at the whole graph gento fractional Brownian motion.
She's
following graduation.
In fields such as like matheerated by this data, it becomes
applied
more difficult to tell which part matics and computer science,
to five schools.
was the small piece that was
there are hundreds of topics to However, she is most eagerly
used in the beginning.
choose from. When asked why awaiting a reply from the
The work of Harold E. Hurst, she picked this particular topic, University of North Carolina
University
of
a hydrologist, is fundamental in
the
Strecker was ready with an and
Maryland. She plans to pursue
understanding the work that immediate answer. She mena degree in Computer Science.
Strecker is doing. Hurst worked tioned author Tom Stoppard.
with fractals while building a Stoppard's book, "Arcadia,"
dam on the Nile River in Egypt. deals with fractals. The book
Water often would pour over "sort of relates to fractal
motion,"
said
the dam. To better understand
Brownian
this, Hurst turned to statistics.
Strecker. "I'm just interested in
He looked at prior data to
a whole bunch of different
determine patterns and what the things. I had to narrow it down.
river was doing.
The book was the most interest"Hurst assumed it would be ing thing that encouraged me."
Email Chaz or Nate
"One of my favorite things
sort of random," said Strecker.
voicewooster.edu
She added that because of the about my I.S. is that it has to do
A

-

.

J

clean business and offered a
safe haven for all students.' After
Syrios' death in 1957, his son Gus
took over management while
simultaneously attending classes.
When Gus left, Carl Angell, a student and his friend Rich Weber
took over in 1967. By then; a
jukebox was added, bands came
to play and The Shack became a
place where students could gather
and vent their frustrations against
the administration. There wasn't
much political rallying against
governmental policies, or the
just a camaVietnam war
raderie between students from all
walks of life, sharing views on
College restrictions.
Perhaps the popularity of The
Shack died out with the opening
of Lowry Center in 1968. Maybe
it was the various other restaurants and cafes that opened all
over Wooster, offering an even
further escape from campus life.
Or maybe, as Anna Syrios feels, it
faded after the "family touch" left
the restaurant.
Soon, The Shack lost out and
fell to a variety of unsuccessful
businesses, and finally reopened
its doors in 1988, after several
renovations to turn it into the
house
it is today. The Shack's
coffee--

memory and popularity is still
prominent amongst the old group
of "Shack Rats," who came in
droves to
"The Shack Rat
Reunion" in 1990. Syrios says
that the response was, "unreal.
Most of them said they never
came back for a college reunion,
but for The Shack reunion, they'd
come back."
Nowadays, The Shack is frequented by faculty, local regulars,
and a few dedicated students. "The
location is key," Jason Tarnow,
head coach of men's lacrosse says.
"It just has a quiet atmosphere ...
it's a good place to have a working
lunch if you gotta get work done.
And the food is great."
Under Mohr's new management. The Shack is now open
until lam on Fridays in an effort
to give students the opportunity
that "The Shack Rats" had in the
past. With an open mic, great
(and cheap) food, more and more
students are discovering why The
Shack is so special. "It's cozy
here ... students always say that it
reminds them of home," Mohr
says with pride. And, after an
hour and a half spent in conversation with the two women, I hearti- ly agree, wishing that I could
return to the days of "The Shack
The Shack is open
Rats."
Monday through Thursday from 6
a.m. until 3 p.m., and on Fridays
from 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.

interested in

writing for the
Voice Features
Section?

at

Regular patrons sip coffee and relax with graceful ease in a typical
"Shack" scene (Photo by Chaz Fischer).
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Editors: Kara Barney Elizabeth Weiss
Upcoming
Concerts
Renowned trio to perform at Scheide
MxPx with Simple Plan

Juilliard, Emerson and other great
schools come regularly." The
series is famous for bringing
groups such as
the Tokyo String Quartet, but also
features up and coming groups.
The Gryphon Trio is visiting

By Eliza S. Cramer
Editor in Chief

203
Agora Theatre
Cleveland, Ohio

O.A.R.

203
A J. Palumbo Center

Pittsburgh, Penn.

Jonny Lang

207
Agora Theatre
Cleveland, Ohio

Living in a rural town such as
Wooster can make us miss the
bright lights, sophistication and
the world class music of a cultural district in a large city. Luckily,
we have the Wayne Center for the
Arts, which often teams with the
College to bring world-clas- s
musical acts here to Wooster. This
Sunday, Feb. 1 , at 3 p.m. students
and community members will
have the opportunity to hear one
of these acts, the
Gryphon Trio.
The Wooster Chamber Music
Series opened its 19th Season in
Octoer of 2003 with The Pacific
String Quartet, and also brought
the Talic String Quartet in
November. The Concert Series
has typically been held at the
Wayne Center for the Arts.
However, a change of venue for
this year has brought the concert
series to Gault Recital Hall in
Scheide Music Center.

world-renown- ed

Trios and the Mendelssohn and
Dvorak Piano Trios earned them a
nomination for a Juno Award, the
Canadian equivalent of a Grammy.
The group is currently working on
by Christos
"Constantinople"
Hatzis, a multimedia theatrical

world-renown- ed

Gund Arena
Cleveland, Ohio

-

Henry Rollins
2713

Newport Music Hall
Columbus, Ohio

The North Mississippi
AlLstars

214
Newport Music Hall
Columbus, Ohio

Professor

of

Chemistry

Emeritus and Coordinator for the
Series Theodore Williams said,'
"We've brought some of the best
groups in the world. Groups from

The Gryphon Trio (Photo courtesy
Wooster for the third time. This
group formed in 1993 and is considered one of the most outstanding
piano trios in all of North America.
Hailing from Toronto, Canada the
trio has been the
at the Music Toronto
Chamber Series since 1998. Their
recordings of the Haydn Piano
Ensemble-in-Residen-

31st Street Pub
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Josh Groban
215
State Theatre
Cleveland, Ohio

Stereophonies

216
Agora Theatre
Cleveland, Ohio

Cindy Lanper

216
Lakewood Civic Auditorium
Lake wood, Ohio
- compiled from

www.pollstar.com

oOPI).

production, set to open this

sum-

mer.

"They are really very good,"
said Williams, "There are only a
couple piano trios that function at
that high level."
The Gryphon Trio consists of
Jamie Parker on piano, Annalee
Patipatanakoon on violin and

non-Colle-

ge

CD Review

The Black Keys

214
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New.

Ani DiFranco release is "pretty bad

By Andrew Waldman
Managing Editor
From the moment I opened the

containing
envelope
Ani
new
record,
DiFranco's
"Educated Guess", I knew I was
about to enter unknown territory.
I don't usually review music, and
when I do, it is certainly not Ani
DiFranco. But the album was
given to the Voice for free, so
here I go.
At first sight, this is an impressive release. The album art is top
notch, and it would make you
think that DiFranco is making
herself anew. In fact, she is; this
album was recorded in a shotgun
shack somewhere in New
Orleans to promote her unique

live sound.
The impressive nature

of the

album art doesn't transfer to
song, l ne press
for
release
"Educated Guess"
states that this
album is a truly
effort.
solo
DiFranco
"not
only plays all the
instruments and
provides the lead
and
backing
vocals, but for the
first time ... did
all the recording
and mixing." This
ic

cfc

do all of
instruments:

hc

three or four. At no point does
she layer more than acoustic bass
and acoustic guitar in these
She
tracks.
does utilize a
keyboard and

some sort of
music box

con-

traption

on
occasion, but it
fails miserably
each time.
Singer-songwrite- rs

are a
breed,
and DiFranco
is
stretching
the stereotype
dying

"

m.m

r

"

"

.i

in

i

Sarah Brightman

210

Roman Borys on cello. All three
hold positions on the University
of Toronto Music Faculty.
At Sunday's concert, the trio
will perform Mozart's "Trio No. 4
in E Major, K. 542," Dmitri
Shostakovich's "Piano Trio No. 2
in E Minor, Op. 67" and Antonin
Dvorak's "Piano Trio in E Minor,
Op. 90 Dumky'".
The Wooster Chamber Music
Series will continue with three
nore concerts this semester. The
Emerson String Quartet will perform on March 21. The Tschoop
Sisters, a piano and violin duo,
will perform April 4. The 2003-0- 4
Series will conclude on May 2
with Claudia Anderson and Jill
Felber on flute.
Williams is particularly looking
forward to hearing the Emerson
String Quartet because "they are
one of the best in'the world."
A limited number of compli- mentary seats will be set aside for
College of Wooster students. For
the Gryphon Trio, tickets may be
picked up at the Wilson Bookstore
or at the concert with proper student ID. General Admission tickets are $10 and
of
Wooster student and senior citizen
tickets are $8.

i

r

Ani DiFranco and her well- - throughout this
groomed dreadlocks (Photo cour one;
from
all tesy of Righteous Babe Records). Dilate
to

99

Educated Guess, we see a defi--

nite degrading of DiFranco's
style. As a fan of DiFranco said
to me earlier in the week, "It's
like she wrote her best song at
age 18 and has been trying to
top that ever since." That assessno
ment is pretty eorrect
longer is the angsty rock sound

present in DiFranco's voice;
now she talks about a feeling
of absence from her family.
That's pretty boring stuff as far
as I am concerned, no matter
how hard she strums her
guitar or how long she
grows her surprisingly pretty
12-stri- ng

dreadlocks.

DiFranco's

backing

See "DiFranco" page 9

vocals

.

.
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Staged reading in Shoolroy reflects on Sept.
By Elizabeth Weiss
A&E Editor

"Right after 911 1 was just numb for a while.
The play was just my feelings coming out."

In the aftermath of September

-

11, America was in mourning. As

we all searched for ways to deal
with the tragedy, many artists put
their energy into their work. In her
play "Could Have Been Anyone,"
Elizabeth Alberts '04 explores the
impact of 91 1 on art and relationships, working through her own
feelings about the event at the
same time.
"Right after 911 I was just
numb for a while. The play was
just my feelings coming out,"
said Alberts.
The play, which was written
as part of Alberts
Senior
Independent Study, will be presented in a staged reading in
Shoolroy Theatre on Feb. 6 and 7.
The production is simple: the
actors sit on stools and read from
scripts on music stands, while the
stage manger, Robin York 06,
reads stage directions and occasional small parts. The reading
lasts about half an hour.
Despite the simplicity of the
production, the play is rich with
challenging ideas and dramatic
conflict It explores the relation- -

.

ship of two characters, Leslie
(Corrine Brush '04) and Randy
(Dayne Warren '04), as they try to
rebuild their lives after 911.
While the play began as
Alberts reaction to 91 1, the focus
eventually shifted over time.
"Instead of centering the play
around 911,1 decided to center it
around the two main characters,"
said Alberts. "It's become a study
in the relationships between men
and women."
The action of the play takes
place in the February following
the events of 911 in the lobby of
the Plaza Hotel. Leslie, a journalist, and Randy, a sculptor, meet to
discuss their relationship, which
has
been
faltering
since
September 11.
"They had vastly different
experiences of 911," said Alberts.
According to Alberts, the play
raises the question "Will they be
able to take their separate experiences and come back together, or
will they part ways?"

Elizabeth Alberts '04.

According to Alberts' advisor,
assistant
Shirley
professor of theatre, a theatre
major who writes a play as part of
his or her I.S. must also complete
"a traditional scholarly thesis connecting their creative work to their
research and writing through a
larger critical question."
Alberts' thesis explores the
impact of tragedy on theater.
Alberts spent the first semester of
her junior year studying in New
York City. She knew as soon as
she got home that her I.S. would
focus on the relationship between
tragedy and theater.
Her I.S. research included
another trip to New York, made
possible through Copeland funding. In New York, she saw eight
shows, several of which were part
of the Brave New World
Marathon, the New York theater
community's response to 911.
She has also studied three plays
about the Holocaust and three
about the AIDS epidemic.
Huston-Findle-

y,

Feminist rhetoric falls flat in new CD
Of course, there is the obligatory feminist rhetoric on this
album too. DiFranco just can't

DiFranco

continued from p. 8

makean album without it And

(which aren't new
she has
done her own backing for years)
are pretty bad too. In an effort to

sound

authentic,

DiFranco

recorded the vocals in a natural
environment. The effect is not as
much authenticity as pretension
she sounds like she recorded
them with a telephone receiver.
DiFranco 's guitar playing is in
top form here; it is easy to see
that she has improved oyer the

years since her masterpiece,
"Out of Range" in 1994. But this
record lacks the punch of those
earlier works. Her songs don't
seem to really go anywhere; one
feels a bit droned after sitting
through the middle third of the
album, which spirals around in

confusion through songs like
"Bodily" or "Company."

11

,

that feminist work is the worst
on the album. There are a couple
spoken word pieces here, and
those made me cringe. DiFranco
seems to be forcing this line
now, and I can't wait until
she'll finally give it up and just
play music.
There is some really good stuff
on here. The first three tracks,
"Swim," "Educated Guess" and,
"Origami," are all very melodic
and stay far away from the feminist camp. Her personal work is
now far exceeding in quality
than anything else, and that may
be due to her maturity level. In
fact, I found myself repeating
those tracks on several occaThe best song on the
sions.
album, "Rain Check," doesn't
soar off the charts in lyric writ

ing or guitar picking, but it just
seems to fit; DiFranco focusing
on her own life really applies a
lot more than when she creates
feminist personas.
All in all, this album isn't the
worst thing she has ever done.
Yes, she does pen a few song that
might make a good EP; yes, she

does make some genuinely
good music in a few spots. But
this is not an excuse to put out a
full length album just months after
a failed attempt at a new style.
This work could be much better if DiFranco gave it time.
I am glad to see her return to
folk-rocher more guitar-drive- n

7r--

1U

v
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Actors Dayne Warren '04 and Corrine Brush '04 receive direction from
Elizabeth Alberts '04 as they rehearse her I.S. play "Could Have Been
Robin York '06, who performs several small
Anyone. "
parts in the reading, looks on (Photo by Colin Farnzee).
Stage-manag-

er

"I'm really looking into what
motivated these people to write
these plays and what kind of messages they send out to the audience," said Alberts.
The questions Alberts raises in
her thesis are explored in the play
by Randy and Leslie, who debate
the appropriateness of Randy's
artistic response to 911. In this,
the play is a vehicle for Alberts to
expand upon her research. But
more than that, it is a moving
insight into her personal experi'
ence of 911.
"Liz's play is quite good," said
Huston-Findle"It has gone
through many stages of development in an effort to clarify characters and develop a storyline that
y.

speaks to us all. At the same time,
it is a personal journey for the
writer of which we can also be a
central part."
While Alberts' plans for the
play's future are limited (she has
entered it in several play writing
contests), writing it has inspired
further creativity. She is currently
working on an Expressionist play,
and hopes to continue writing
after graduation.
"Could Have Been Anyone" will
be performed Fri, eb. 6 and Sat,
Feb. 7 at 8: 15 p.m. with a talk back
and reception following the Feb. 6
performance. Admission is free,
but seating in Shoolroy Theatre is
limited. For reservations, call the
Box Office at ext. 2241.

NEEDED: Students to serve on

Student Orientation Committees
Applications for the

2004-200-

5

STUDENT ORIENTATION COMMITTEES
(SOCISOC)

k,

but her songwriting certainly lacks the fire of younger
years. If you're a fan of Ani
DiFranco, this is a refreshing
work. If not, you may find yourself a little bored and wishing you
had saved that $18 you donated to Righteous Babe Records.

will be available online beginning January 23 at

www.vyooster.eduorientation
Applications MUST BE RETURNED to the
DEAN of STUDENTS OFFICE, GALPIN HALL,
by 4 p.m. on FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6

Sports
Sports Boxers

Super Bowl Preview
compliment a solid group of young
talent in Richard Seymour, Asante
Samuel, Eugene Wilson, and Ty
Warren. Adam Vinatieri is also
familiar to kicking in big games, so
look for him to have a big impact
in this game.
Carolina: The Panthers are not
really expected to win this game.
already. I will
Everyone seems to think that makmiss
Chris
ing it to the Super Bowl was good
Berman
and
erikshipe
enough. Well, everyone except the
my
fantasy
coaching staff and 54 players that
Well
teams.
sit in the Carolina locker room
now that I got my emotions out,
everyday. Coach Fox will have
lets talk about this years Super
him team ready to play on Sunday,
Bowl game and what to look for.
that much I know. Led by a runNew England: The Patriots have
ning game that features workhorse
won 14 games in a row and seem
Stephen Davis and shifty Deshaun
to always find a way to get the job
Foster, the Panthers will no doubt
done. The roster doesn't include
try to pound the ball at the Patriots.
superstars, but rather
Quarterback Jake Delhomme looks
players that will leave everything
to be in the same spot Tom Brady
on the field for sixty minutes.
was in two years ago. He is
running
Despite having a sub-pequipped with veteran receiver
game, no big physical receivers,
Mushin Muhammad, and breakand a quarterback with average talthrough speedy receiver Steve
ent, the Patriots grind out games
"fantasy football sleeper of the
by playing mistake free football.
year" Smith. The offensive line is
Rookie receiver Bethel Johnson
solid, but not spectacular. The real
has game breaking speed. He joins
strength of this team lies with it's
a cast of exciting young playmak-er- s
front four on defense. Peppers,
that seem to find a way to make
Jenkins and Rucker are the real
that big play in order to win every
deal and they pride themselves on
game. Whenthe offense struggles,
shutting down the running game
field position means everything to
and getting a good pass rush withthem. The pride of this team centers on playing solid defense. They
out help from linebackers or the
secondary. The pass rush must be
are not blessed with the greatest
athletes, but they run schemes to
effective for Carolina to win this
game. Brady prides himself on getconfuse quarterbacks and offenting rid of the football in a hurry
sive linemen into making misand he uses short passes to keep the
takes. Growing up I learned that
defensive pressure at a minimum.
the special thing about defense is
that anyone can play it. Defense is
Carolina must jam the smaller
all about effort and heart, and the
Patriot receivers at the line of
Patriots seem to have found the
scrimmage. If they can disrupt the
perfect mix of players on that side
timing of the short throws and
force Brady to stand in the pocket
of the ball. They have great veterans in Ty Law, Rodney Harrison,
waiting for someone to get open,
Mike Vrabel and Teddy Bruschi to
they will have done their job.
Football season is nearing it's
end, and it makes me want to cry.
Sure I have the Cavs and North
Carolina, but its just not the same.
I miss sticking
up for Butch
Davis and the

Browns

blue-coll-

10
Molly Rallo

Editors: David Murray

Scots suffer tough loss
By Jenny Eklund
Staff Writer
The women's basketball team
was unable to overcome Denison
University last weekend as they
3
fell to the Big Red in a
conference loss. Despite strong
78-6-

the Big Red took the first lead of
the night, the Scots were able to
come back and tie the score several times early in the game.
The Scots were able to make it
8
in the first half before
Denison really hit its stride and
went on a 14-- 2 run to extend
--

18-1-
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.
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Despite outscoring the Big
Red in the second half, the Scots
were unable to recover in time to
secure a victory.
Top performers for the Scots
Denison

against

included

Lindsey Schaaff '04, whose 12
points included two
one of which put the Scots
within nine with just three minutes left to play before Denison
pulled away again.
Michelle Hall '06 continued to
succeed offensively, leading the
Scots with 17 points and six
rebounds. Molly Rallo '05 and
Natalie Barone '06 contributed
seven assists each, while Carly
Loehrke '07 added five rebounds
for Wooster.
Despite several tough teams
looming on the schedule, the
Scots have proven their ability to
come from behind and are obviously a team to be reckoned with
in the NCAC.
The Scots faced a tough chalin
lenge
foe
conference
three-pointer-

s,

Allegheny College (8-- 9 overall,
2
and third place in the
NCAC) on Wednesday, January
28 and will travel to Earlham
0
College
overall, 5 and
tied with Wooster for sixth in the
NCAC) on Saturday, January 3 1
for another important confer6--

3--

(6-1-

Point guard Vicki Meyer '06 brings the ball down the court and prepares to get the Scots out of a sticky situation. Meyer has helped the
Scots set up their offense (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
performances
from several
Scots, the team struggled to
match Denison 's outside shooting accuracy. The Big Red had.
all of their starters scored in double figures and as a team
Denison shot 8 for 20 from the
three range for a percentage of
40 percent for the day.
After several exciting victo-

ries, along with some
close losses,

heart-breaking-

their lead to 12. However, with
the recent comeback win against
Grove City fresh in the Scots'
minds, Wooster refused to give
up and kept the game competitive
throughout. The Scots were able
to string together some impressive scoring spurts but they were
never able to take advantage.

ence contest.
The key to the Scots' future
success is their ability to beat the
NCAC teams that they have previously lost to.
If the Scots can accomplish
this feat they will be in prime
position to secure an adventa-geou- s
seed in the NCAC
Tournament and win the tournae
ment and mabye capture the
NCAA Tournament bid.
ellu-siv-

ly

the

Where do they find these
people?

Scots find themselves with a 8
overall record (3-- 5 and tied for
sixth place in the North Coast

"Nobody in football should be
called a genius. A genius is a guy
like Norman Einstein."
- Joe Theismann

into the closing stretch of the
season. The Scots have several
key games remaining and they
need to improve so they can
make a run down the stretch.
The Scots kept the game close
early on against Denison; .while

9--

Athletic Conference) heading

Expert
Ljxpertise in Embroidery,

TPs

AirbrushingS Transfers

Custom orders for your PratSorority Club, Organization
140 S. Market

Downtown Wooster
330-263-45-

88

M

-F

10--

6,

Sat

10-- 2
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Men's basketball dominance continues
By Michelle Erickson
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's
basketball team outscored their
0
this past week
opponents
as they cruised to victories against
the Hiram College Terriers and
the Wabash College Little Giants.
The Scots bounced back this
week after suffering their first
conference loss of the season at
the hands of Wittenberg. Wooster
0
handed the Terriers a
loss
on Wednesday and then on
Saturday soundly beat the Little
Giants
Balanced scoring lead the Scots
past Hiram, with twelve players
putting points on the board, and
no player scoring more than fifteen points.
Tom Port '06 and Jeff Stevens
'07 both tossed in fifteen a piece
to lead the victors. Matt
Schlingman '05 added twelve
points and six rebounds, while
Rodney Mitchell '04 contributed
ten points and four assists.
Wooster shot 62 percent from the
166-10-

field for the game, which is well
Wooster pull away. "Rodney had
above their season average of an outstanding game. He shot the
49.8 percent
ball with a lot of confidence.
The Scots also held a substan
When he started hitting his shots,
tial
rebounding
advantage,
grabforty-eigbing
rebounds to their
twenty-six- .
Mitchell lead the
team in rebounding,
corralling
eight
boards.
Wooster
also produced a
positive assist to
ratio,
turnover
handing out sixteen
assists to thirteen
Kyle
turnovers.
Witucky '06 handed out four of those
assists against zero
turnovers.
The Scots next
hosted the Little Rodney Mitchell '05 goes up
for a lay-u- p (Photo by
Giants of Wabash
College. Mitchell tossed in a
the other players did a great job of
career high twenty-fiv- e
points to
getting him the ball. He also had
lead Wooster. He produced twenty
an excellent second half," said
one second half points to help
Coach Steve Moore.
ht

95-5-

71-5- 0.

--

Once again the visiting team
was held to only fifty points on
38 percent shooting. Also contributing on the offensive end
was Von and

ri

1

Earlham and Allegheny. Both
teams will be highly motivated
against us. Both play with a lot
of confidence, and will be tough
games. They both play very well
in their home gyms. Their
records also don't show the
potential and talent both teams
have," said Moore.
Coming into this week, the
Scots are in second place in the
NCAC,
Wittenberg.
behind
Wooster returns to Timkin
Gymnasium on February 4 to face
the Kenyon Lords at 7:30.
As of Jan. 25, the Scots continue to be one of the best in the
nation being ranked seventh in the
D3Hoops.com poll.

Schlingman,
scored

who

fourteen
eleven,
i

and
t

respec--

v e

1

y

.

Schlingman
also

recorded

forty-thre-

rebounding
advantage.
Wooster next
faces two tough
NCAC . road
games as they

travel
Allegheny

:

.

seven rebounds
to help Wooster
e
to a
to twenty-seve- n

The Womens Athletic and
Recreation would like to

congratulate the players of
the month of January:

to

on
and
Wednesday
Jeremy Hohertz).
then play the
second game of a double header
against Earlham, the women
play the first game. "We have
two road games this week,

Michelle Hall - Basketball
Kim Chambers - Swimming

Diversity apparent in athlete's activities
By David Murray
Sports Editor
The forecast for The College of
Wooster's Womens Basketball
season looked promising. The

ing average to 12.4 points per
game and has doubled her
rebounds to 7.6 per game.
Freshman mistakes and tendencies have been out grown and
Hall appears to be a cagey veter- -

Scots had 13 letterwinners back,
including six with starting experience. Just as spirits were rising
the misfortune of last season
came back to haunt the team. In a

disturbingly similar incidence
Alexis Louttit '05 who was voted
last year's team MVP suffered a
preseason foot injury causing her
and her 8.6 points and 7.2
rebounds per game to be out of
commission until January. Last
season Nara Dejesus a three-tim- e
forward and
1,000-poiscorer had a knee
injury that left her sidelined for
the entire season.
Just as it appeared that a promising season would turn into a
struggle a player emerged that
helped put the Scots back on
track. Michelle Hall '06 is a shell
of her former self. The 6'0" sophomore has almost tripled her scor
all-confere-

nce

.

Michelle Hall '06 participates
in more then just basketball
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).

nt

an which is demonstrated through
her arsenal of post moves.
"Michelle has played great so far.
She has really stepped up and
played well," said Mary Bell '06.
When asked about her improvement Hall said, "There was a lot
of seniority on last year's team.
This year I took advantage of an

opportunity and I fell into the role
that I am now in."
Not only is Hall a valuable
asset on the basketball court but
she has spread her talents to
encompass
the College
of
Wooster's campus along with the
Wooster community. Hall is an
active member with Circle K,
which is the largest college volunteer service organization in the
world. Circle K is affiliated with
Kiwanis International.
Last semester Hall was a swimming instructor for disabled and
mentally challenged children. By
teaching them how to swim Hall
was able to provide the children
with a valuable ability while making the experience enjoyable at
the same time.
While teaching these lessons
Hall was able to gain valuable
experience working with handicapped children. "I enjoyed the
experience because I want to
work with mentally challenged
children," said Hall who is a
psychology major and an education minor.

Along with her Circle K
involvement Hall is a member; of
Fellowship for Christian Athletes
and attends the weekly meetings.
Hall appears to be the defini- -

tion of a college athlete, one that
works hard and excels in their
competition but also has time to
give back to their surrounding
community and environment.
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Scots split dual meet

By Molly Rallo
Sports Editor

In the 50 freestyle T. Tarasenkov
hit the wall first with a time of
25.46 and Smith followed closely behind tagging the wall in
25.61. The 100 backstroke took
a
finish with Kim
Chambers '06 in first with a

Personal Foul provides an
entertaining half time

'04, Mike Moore '04 and Zach
Carter '05 with a time of 1:30.93.
Individually,
diver Todd
Koenig '06 led the way with two
wins in both the
and
three-metboards with scores
of 166.85 and 182.05 respective
ly. The three

-

The College
of Wooster
women's swim team remains
undefeated in dual meets after
beating up on Grove City College
to improve their
record to
On the
other
first
other hand, the men
place finishes
suffered a tough loss
came
from
losing in the dual
Noble in the
meet with a close
200 IM with a
score of
1
this t
time of 206:37
past Saturday. This
and Dugar in
final
the 100 buttergame will only help
fly swimming
for the rest of the seaa 55:22, and
son
against
the
Almy in the
remaining
North
back100
Coast
Athletic
stroke with a
Conference teams.
time of 56.45.
The Scot women
The Wooster
The Scots placed first and second in the 50 freestyle with Sonya
proved to be a powerScots swimhouse by winning Tarasenkov '04 (shown above) in first with an astonishing time of ming and div25.46 while Adrienne Smith '07 hit the wall right behind with a time
both relays and having teams go
ing first and second of 25.61. The women Scots hope to continue their winning streak
into their final
finishes in the 200 against the powerhouse Kenyon College (Courtesy OPI).
dual
meet
freestyle, 50 freestyle
competition
and 100 backstroke. The women
1:01.42, Jenkins in second '04
on Friday Jan 30 against host
Scots knew it was going to be a with a 1:05.00, and Ross in third
and Division III powerhouse
good day when the 200 medley
with a time of 105.44.
Kenyon College. The women are
Personal Foul members Leslie Hensley '06 (front) and Ellie
relay consisting of Patti Ross '06,
Other individual
winners
hoping to continue their undePapke '06 (back) please the crowd with a variety of dance moves
Liz Whittam '05, Amy Clark '03
include Holly Duff '04 in the
feated record in dual meets.
and routines.
are held at the beginning of the year in
and Tanya Tarasenkov '03 took
1000 freestyle with a time of This is the Scots last meet before
hopes of acquiring the best dancers. The squad practices three
home a first place finish with a
11:25.29, Roesch in the 500
the NCAC championships "Feb.
times a week and the end result is apparent in a flurry of acro
time of 1:55.51. Not only did they
freestyle with a time of 5:12.28
12 to 14.
batic dances and gestures (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
start the meet off on the right foot,
and S. Tarasenkov in the 100
but the Scots ended it on a positive
freestyle with a 55.18. Lastly,
note with Adrienne Smith '07, T.
Whittam won the 100 breast
Tarasenkov, Sonya Tarasenkov '03
stroke with a time of 1:10.89.
and Jen Jenkins '03 winning the
One of the high notes of for the
Mens basketball beats Wabash
Three Scots score in double figures lead by
200 freestyle relay with an amazScot men was that they won both
UPCOMINCi GAMES
Rodney Mitchell and his career high 25 points and 21 came in the second half.
ing time of 1 :42.55.
the relays as well as five individTOT-FNot only did the relays prove
ual competitions. Sam Almy '04,
REBOUNDS
Frhrtmrv 3rd
OF DE TOT TP
to be successful, but all the indiWomens Basketball
Curtis Wolfe '04, Dan Noble '07
Hiram
viduals showed off their true
t.
7:30 p.m.
and Brandon DuGar '07 won the
12 Rodney Mitchell
4
2 25
Elizabeth Roesch '05 and
200 medley relay with an astonish20 Kyle Witucky.
0
4
4
7 3
Frhrnnrv 4th 33 Tom Port.
Whittam pulled a one, two finish
ing time of 1 :42.29. In the victori5 6
14 3
Mens Basketball vs Kenyon 7:30 p.m.
42 Blake Mealer.
0-- 2
4
4
5
in the 200 freestyle with times of ous 200 freestyle relay once again
0 3
52 Matt Schlingman.....
1
.0-11 2
7
6
1:58.28 and 159.82 respectively.
Wolfe joined with Jim Gilchrist
10 Ryan Snyder.
-3
Frhmnrv fith
1--

one-met- er
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er

7-- 0.
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Womens Basketball vs Oberlin
7:30 p.m.
Mens and Womens Indoor Track
" Case Western Reserve Invational
6:00 p.m.

Fehniarv 7th
Men Basketball
Wabash 2 p.m.
Womens Basketball vs. Ohio
Wesleyan 7:30 p.m.
.

n

TOTAL FG 1st Half: 0 46.7
2nd Half:
FG 1st Half: 6 33.3
2nd Half: 2
F Throw
1st Half: 7 71.4
2nd Half: 6--8
14-3-

3-- Pt

SO

0--

22 Ryan Ridder.........
24 Tim VandervaarL
32 Justin Bradley......

1

2-- 2

0--

14 Joe Agler...

1

3--

"

2--

1-21-

non-conferen-

2--

4-1-

5--

'Attendance:

1125

Score by Periods
Wabash College
College of Wooster.

1st 2nd

Total

23 27 - 50
35 36 - 71

50.0 Game: 48.2
33.3
Game: 33.3
75.0
Game: 73.3

13-2-

6

FfhniiirY 11th
Men Basketball vs. Allegheny
7:30 p.m.

i

